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About This Game

TELEBLAST is a fast-paced, local multiplayer, combat game set in a time of explosive teleportation. Up to 4 players can take
to the arena to try to outplay and outblast their opponents in a round-by-round battle for supremacy.

Each player will be in control of a teleporter which they can shoot out and then activate to teleport to with the distance that the
teleporter traveled influencing the size of the resulting explosion.

So do you remain mobile by teleporting short distances but only causing small explosions or do you remain immobile and cause
a massive explosion trapping your opponents with nowhere to go?

The game features a wide array of maps, game modes, and modifiers that allow you to customize your game and keep each
match fresh and exciting. The simple concept will keep you and your friends engaged for hours!

Features

Easy to grasp hectic multiplayer action. New players can pick up and play quickly and easily through intuitive
controls and simple mechanics.

Multiple maps with more in development. Challenge each other on a number of maps with more on the way. Early
Access will have 2 maps with more being developed.

Multiple game modes and modifiers under development. The simple gameplay can be modified and customised to
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your liking with more options always being added.
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Tim Veletta
Publisher:
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Bunnies, wolves and one of the greatest physics engines known to history.. HI, the game is really good the main idea and
customization stuff decals and everything, but the game needs a lot more optimisation, it needs a lot more developpement. Great
small puzzle game with some cool ideas and nice visuals, but it felt like it ended way too soon!. Solid implementation of the
game of Senet with an AI good enough to make "Pharaoh" (the highest difficulty level) a fairly even match.

The particular Senet rules used here are the "Timothy Kendall" version (as opposed to the R.C Bell set). The Kendall rules make
the game a race-like version of backgammon, with a tense "endgame" in the last squares of the board when you try to remove
your pawns.

Nice Egyptian motiffs and touches, though some are a little strange. Nevertheless, it may be a gateway to owning your own
Senet board IRL.. Good story but disappointed at end...
Slow gameplay
graphics are not too bad....
would recommend it. Overall it's a very tidy little simulator. The game runs fine on a laptop, unlike TS (Train Simulator 2018),
does not require you to buy the game you don't want and then have to add DLC, unlike TS, and one of my favourite things about
this game is the unlike TS you have to stop at the correct stop point for your length of train. However, due to it's nature (1960s
British railcars) it is quite limited. I hope to also see possibly workshop integration for people to create new liveries or add
additional trains in the future. It's a fantastic little game and certaintly worth getting if you like train sims.. This game is perfect
for nostalgists and children, but there is a minor flaw. The game crashes after you answer all the trivia questions or spell all the
words on spell it.. about 50% finish right now. its pretty good so far but the controls do lag behind a bit. also a warning for the
new buyers that want to play the game. configure your controls, the defaut is spelunky. This game has full controller support, in-
game achievements, and multiplayer versus in LAN mode (so online vs. too with a 3rd party tool like 
https://www.evolvehq.com/games/battlestations-midway).

The sequel is good too.. Such a boring game
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Discord is still telling me that i play this game hours after i closed it, even when steam is closed. So either Discord is bugging or
there is some sort of Spyware. And this is a chinese game soooo.....

Also there are no humans playing this.. http://steamcommunity.com/id/ReptilianWorldOrder/recommended/616620/
Now THIS is what gets me. THIS dev is something ELSE. THIS should be not forgiven. THE DEV SHOULD BE PUNISHED.
THE DEV IS A LIAR THAT IS WORSE THAN DIGITAL HOMICIDE. God damn me if this developer can be more lying
than in 2017, where I bought this game and not knew how disgusting the creator is. The game itself is ALSO barebones, not
even Phil Fish can compare to this amount of lying, or DigiHom's greed. This novel was boring and only exists on fetish content
without any kind of "story", but also has a moronic creator who is a major LIAR, as I said earlier. DO NOT SUPPORT THIS
DEVELOPER. Please listen to this guy's truth. Do not succumb to evil developers/companies trying to rip you off.. This method
of locomotion should be by default used in all VR games. Very immersive even if it looks a bit goofy, but hey VR usually does.
Helps a lot with movement related nausea.

I highly recommend this tool for all VR players. Especially for those who suffer from motion sickness.. given that it is an early
acces game and the affordable price is worth the one like. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing update the game, it's been seven
months since the last one.

TeleBlast will be at PAX Australia:

I am beyond excited to announce that TeleBlast has been invited to showcase as part of the indie booth at PAX Australia from
October 26th-29th in Melbourne. For a game that started out development at Global Game Jam and became something I just
wanted to finish to have at least 1 completed project; I would have never imagined that it would end up being showcased at an
event as big as PAX.

From now until the event, I am looking to get the game as release ready as possible including an entirely new look and feel along
with brand new game modes, variants and maps to play on. If you would like to follow the progress of the game check out the
game on Twitter, Instagram[instagram.com] and Facebook[facebook.com].

And if you would like to support the ongoing development of TeleBlast please follow and wishlist the game here on Steam and
purchase the game on https://timmahh.itch.io/teleblast to play it now for 50% off the release price and we will send you a Steam
key when it is done.. The Early Access release that should have been!:
As of right now it has been over 6 months since the last and only TeleBlast update and it is with great excitement that I
announce that a new update is coming tomorrow, the 17th of May.
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Firstly, I must apologise to the people that put their trust in me and bought the game in Early Access; I feel like I have
let each one of you down by taking this long and I hope that I can restore your trust not only with this release but also
the releases going forward.

What I am releasing is not going to be a perfect game, nothing close to it but it is going to be a step in the right direction and I
have a plan going forward that aims for an eventual 1.0 release later this year.

While I won’t go into all the details of why it took me this long, I think it is important to recognise one of the reasons given it is
a prominent topic around the game industry at the moment and that is crunch.

I am forever grateful for the opportunity to showcase TeleBlast to the many people that came and played it at PAX Australia last
year, however the pressure I put on myself and the people around me to be there was immense. Game development is not my
full time job so most of the work I do on TeleBlast is either on my commute or takes away from the time I spend with my
friends and family. In the lead up to the event, I was at a point where I was working 80-100 hours a week which is something
that is completely unsustainable for anyone.

At the time I didn’t think about what I was doing; I only focused the goal of producing something polished and exciting for
players. Following PAX, I didn’t want anything to do with TeleBlast, I didn’t want to work on it, I couldn’t even look at it; I was
completely burnt out. It remained this way for at least the next 4 months.

When I finally came back to working on TeleBlast I was in a position where, because of the crunch, I had used a lot of shortcuts
in developing features which had caused a number of bugs. I knew that if I was to enjoy developing TeleBlast again, I had to do
things right which meant a lot of refactoring.

I had originally planned on releasing the refactored version of TeleBlast to Steam however it would have been disappointing to
wait 5 months for a release, only to get nothing new so I decided to hold it back an additional month and add features to get
people excited about the game again.

What is going out tomorrow is what the game should have been in an initial Early Access release; I was probably a bit premature
in releasing TeleBlast when I did but I wanted to capture the hype from people playing the game at PAX to being able to buy it
as soon as they got home.

This time around, I am in a much better place with regards to adding more features to the game, fixing bugs as well as just
mentally and physically. I can’t wait to share with you all what it is in store. I look forward to your feedback and I can’t wait to
hear all about the experience of sharing TeleBlast with your friends.

I am in the process of putting together some release notes of what is different in TeleBlast so stay tuned for those but until next
time, take care of yourselves and have fun!

Also, please join the TeleBlast community on Discord[discord.gg], I’d be more than happy to talk about the game or anything
else on your mind!. TeleBlast v0.15 Release Notes:
You can view this post with images/videos on my development blog at https://www.timveletta.com/teleblast-v0.15-changes/

This update marks the first major update during Early Access and has been designed to make the game look and feel better to
play. I’ve included a lot of feedback from the playtest events that we have been a part of and rewritten a lot of the logic behind
the game.

General
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